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Detroit connection

In light of ongoing health inflected 
distanciation, Le Pacifique is hosting a virtual 
event as part of the Grenoble Biennale: Cities 
in Transition. The live digital happening 
combines conversations with designers and 
researchers from the University of Grenoble 
and the University of Michigan, with 
performances and discussions by artists 
in Detroit, Saint-Etienne and Grenoble. 
The format of the event invites audience 
interaction in a 360-degree video and audio 
environment.

Situated in a virtual cave, the participants 
will explore ways performance and art-based 
action can inflect new urban imaginaries. 
In the process, the exchange will connect 
diverse contributors to the Acts of Urbanism 
project, a transnational collaborative 
platform bringing together urban designers, 
performers, artists, and cultural actors to 
reflect on ways contemporary cities are 
made.

The public is encouraged to take part in 
the situational framework by interacting 
with the participants through an operative 
video interface and call in features.

A virtual conference on Saturday, 
April 3, 2021, from 3:00 to 5:00 p.m. 
at www.a-u.tube/.

Conference initiated by Le Pacifique – CDCN 

Grenoble Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes.
Acts of Urbanism is a Franco-American 
cooperation project bringing together 
the University of Grenoble Alpes, 
the PACTE laboratory, the Cité du design 
– Saint-Etienne, the Taubman College 
of Architecture and Urban Planning 
(University of Michigan), Le Pacifique 
– CDCN Grenoble Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes, 
the Akoaki agency – Detroit.

Intrevenant·e·s :
Sherrine Azab and Jake Hooker, A Host of 
People (Detroit) · Gabrielle Boulanger, visual 
artist, Artcare (Grenoble) · Jennifer Buyck, 
moderator, and Jean-Michel Roux, moderator, 
Grenoble Alpes University · Mathieu 
Heyraud and Hélène Iratchet, Le⁄Magasin 
(Saint-Etienne) · Myriam Lefkowitz and 
Catalina Insignares, choreographic artists 
(Paris) – La Facultad · Billy Mark, sound 
designer & composer, artist (Detroit) · Gina 
Reichert Power House Productions, director 
(Detroit) · Pierre Lambla, saxophonist and 
multi-instrumentalist (Vendôme) · Emily 
Rogers, choreographer, musician, composer 
(Detroit) · Jean Louis Farges, moderator, 
Akoaki and Anya Sirota, curator and 
moderator, Akoaki & University of Michigan.

Acts of Urbanism digital platform 
design and development: Jacob 
Comerci, Oliver Popadich, Zihuan Li. 
Media VJ: Ishan Pal.

Arts and urban transitions

http://www.a-u.tube/
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Acts of Urbanism

For decades, designers, urban theorists, and historians have ruminated on the syntaxes 
and grammars that imbue cities with meaning. As a multilingual, transnational experience, 
Acts of Urbanism invites participants to partake in these ruminations, interrogating the language 
which defines our disciplinary understanding of cities. Deconstructing the meanings forged 
in the distinct geographic contexts of France and the US will lay the groundwork for a critical 
urban grammatology; an evolving, living tool for spatial analysis and a generative instrument 
for speculative design.

The program spotlights two urban contexts – Detroit, Michigan and Grenoble, France – 
and the artistic and design practices they host. Finding its home on an online platform, 
the project will contain a range of experimental events and activities including performances, 
panel discussions, lectures, virtual site visits and workshops. Additionally, consultancies with 
designers, urbanists and artists will offer participants access to professional expertise and 
project feedback. This platform will act as a home base where students, faculty and partners 
can communicate.

Curated by University of Grenoble, La Pacifique, Cite du Design and Taubman College, the 
content will take the form of live, interactive experiences as well as asynchronous programming. 
Archived and available for public consumption, all content will be transcribed and subtitled in 
French and English in order to assure equal access for all participants, regardless of linguistic 
capacity…
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Sherrine Azab

Sherrine Azab is the Co-Director of 
the Detroit-based theater ensemble A Host 
of People. She is a director, producer, and 
educator that has worked nationally and 
internationally in cities such as Detroit, 
Seattle, New York, and Berlin. Sherrine 
holds a BFA from Cornish College of 
the Arts in Seattle and a postgraduate 
certificate from the Institute for Curatorial 
Practice in Performance at Wesleyan 
University. She was a member of the 2008 
Lincoln Center Director’s Lab, a 2017-
18 UMS Artist in Residence, and a 2018 
Kresge Arts in Detroit Fellow. In addition 
to numerous directing credits with A Host 
of People and other theaters, she has also 
worked with the Arab American National 
Museum, The Foundry Theatre (NYC), 
and the Network of Ensemble Theaters. 
Additionally, she is a proud Associate Artist 
with both Target Margin Theater (NYC) 
and Ping Chong + Co (NYC). Woven into 
her artistic/theater life is ongoing training 
in subjects intersecting and supporting 
art for social change, such as Emergent 
Strategy Immersion Training and continuing 
education in Restorative Justice and Practice.

A Host of People

A Host of People

A Host of People (AHOP) is a Detroit-based theater ensemble intentionally comprised of folks 
from different backgrounds of race, ethnicity, culture, gender identity, sexual orientation, class, 
dis/ability, and more. Together, we are dedicated to making art that examines the past to 
interrogate the present in order to move towards a more just and celebratory future. We creating 
original work that celebrates complexity, imagination, and the synthesis of seemingly disparate 
elements—at once epic and intimate, political and personal, poetic and approachable. 
AHOP exists to create aesthetically rigorous, intellectually challenging theatre that is also 
warm, welcoming, and inspiring to people from all walks of life. We choose our subject matter 
and themes very carefully with an eye to stories, topics, and aesthetic approaches that will 
be equally thrilling to the most adventurous theatre fans as well as those with less exposure 
to the form. We invite audiences into our art as we would guests into our home, whether it is 
in our house, on the street, in a garden, or in a theater.
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Sherrine Azab

Cleopatra Boy
Cleopatra Boy, premiered Sept 2019 at Andy art center in Detroit. This performance was 

documented at UM’s Duderstadt Video Studio Jan 2020.

Conceived and directed by Sherrine Azab and Jake Hooker · Performers Torri Lynn Ashford 

(voiceover,) Aja Salakastar Dier, Morgan Hutson, Chris Jakob, Costa Kazaleh Sirdenis, Eleni 

Theodora Zaharopolous · Director Sherrine Azab · Co-Director & Projection Designer Jake 

Hooker · Set & Costume Designer Dorothy Melander-Dayton · Lighting Designer & Producer 

Chantel Gaidica · Dance Director Maddy Rager · Technical Director Charlie Gaidica · Composer 

Costa Kazaleh Sirdenis · Stage Manager Rebecca Lister & Amanda Ewing · Assistant Stage 

Manager Aaron Fox · Vocal Arrangements Aja Salakastar Dier & Morgan Hutson · Cleopatra 

Poems Kamelya Omayma Youssef.

A Host of People

Cleopatra Boy is an original multi-media play that uses the history of Cleopatra to illustrate 
how women, POC, and LGBTQIA+ individuals in positions of power risk losing control of 
their own images and histories, resulting in false narratives and misrepresentations, in order 
for the current dominant paradigm to retain power and control. Part courtroom drama, part 
theatrical reclamation and celebration, the piece uses live music, projections, a live-feed toy 
theater movie, and much more to examine justice in representation – in our past, present, and 
future.
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Gabrielle Boulanger
ARTCARE

Gabrielle Boulanger was born in 1985, 

she lives in France in Grenoble-Alpes-

Métropole.

After adventures in a performing art group 

(Les mauvaises herbes), an art school 

(Grenoble), archaeological excavations 

(INRAP), studies in sociology of arts (UPMF), 

she founded the Laboratoire archAologie 

(2010) and later the Musée du temps libre 

(2016). She explores “social sculpture” 

(Beuys) through the production of relational 

spaces.

ARTCARE

Associate artist of the art center Le magasin des horizons from 2018 to 2020, she launches 
with a whole team, the project ARTCARE that takes a caravan-sauna and a shared massages 
lounge to different popular districts and mountain villages in order to transform public spaces 
of the Grenoble metropolis into a common care area. Since then, this team made up of 8 women 
from various social and cultural backgrounds, wants to explore and to offer contemporary 
re-comforts. They are currently preparing the creation of a feminist economical structure to 
take care of people who take care of others.
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Mathieu Heyraud
Le Magasin, laboratoire de permanence chorégraphique

Choreographer, performer, improviser, pedagogue, french artist speaking a very bad English 

but loving word games, Mathieu Heyraud has been questioning the spaces that are conducive 

to the appearance of the choreographic and has been exploring creation around the notions 

of cities, bodies, history and the common... He imagines relationships to joyful, generous, sharp 

and popular (choreographic) art. In 2016, he invented Le Magasin – Laboratoire de permanence 

chorégraphique, in the city centre of Saint-Etienne – a former shop with a shop window where 

he experimented with art on a daily basis as a local cultural service. He collaborates daily 

with numerous artists and thinkers, working on the plasticity of his practice, the deployment 

of his writing and research in improvisation.

Courtes études sur l’invisible 
/ Short studies about the invisible
Choreograper and dancer Mathieu Heyraud – Saint-Etienne, july 2020

This solo is thought as a series of studies, in the musical sense of the term, a series of improvised 
virtuosities that pushes to make disappear the technical gesture to leave the place to a sensation 
of the world. I chose to make the invisible a spectacle. In turn, absurd-shamanic ritual, homage to 
the deceased/to the loss/to the disapearrence, pure physical experience, grotesque farce body 
proposals reveal space and our way of living it. Imagined as an all-terrain project, with a desire 
to de-hierarchize stage/spectator spaces, and the desire for direct dialogue without artifice, 
the form is played in urban space or on heritage sites. On this video, you can see the short study 
number 2: like the British medium Rosemary Brown who communicated with dead composers 
to write their posthumous works, I try with humour to make me possess by 350 years of history 
of dance in my own body.
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Catalina Insignares &Myriam Lefkowitz
la facultad

Catalina Insignares is a Colombian choreographer and dancer based 
in Paris. Her pieces question systems of artistic production and 
their relationship to society. She looks for the moment when dance 
generates unintelligible subjectivities and collectives. She works 
mainly in collaborations that last for years. Her practice includes 
a duet danced with a participant over a few weeks, a night reading 
addressed to sleeping bodies, and sensory practices that try to 
listen to the dead. Since 2017, she has been working with Myriam 
Lefkowitz as a performer and also in a collaboration that seeks to 
infiltrate sensory practices from their work in diverse social contexts 
(la facultad). In 2019 Catalina starts a research work at DAS THIRD 
in Amsterdam and is a guest curator at the Gessnerallee in Zurich.

As a choreographer, Myriam Lefkowitz’s 
research since 2010 has focused on questions 
of attention and perception, through various 

immersive devices involving direct relationships between spectators 
and artists. Myriam Lefkowitz’s work has been presented at the 55th 
Venice Biennale, CAC Vilnius, Med15, Garage, Creative Time Summit, 
Situations, Talbot Rice Gallery, Kadist Foundation, Kaaitheater, 
Laboratoires d’Aubervilliers, La Galerie, Ferme du Buisson... 
Very attached to teaching, she is regularly invited for workshops. 
Between 2017 and 2018 she was commissioned by If I Can’t Dance 
I Don’t Want To Be Part Of Your Revolution. She is currently working on 
a film in collaboration with the artist Simon Ripoll-Hurier, she teaches 
at TALM (Angers) and she continues her choreographic research 
in the framework of several invitations: the Kunst Centrum Buda, 
the Monheim Triennale and the Belluard Festival.

la facultad
Conception Catalina Insignares et Myriam Lefkowitz

la facultad emerges from a concern, indignation and anger, about the discourses and practices 
of administrative, police and judicial violence against people in migration and exile: a violence 
linked to the fact that the separation or maintenance of the cut between “them” and “us” seems 
to be the only response to the “crisis” - which never refers to the situations that these people 
have fled, or experienced, but refers to them as if they embodied the crisis. In this way, at 
la facultad, we try to exercise our ability to respond differently to this “crisis”; we attempt to 
experience our differences in order to live other ways of being together: not so much for them, 
or to help them, but for a “we” that must be constructed or imagined.
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Hélène Iratchet
Le Magasin / Cité du Design

Hélène Iratchet is a french choreographer, dancer 

and teacher.. She joined the Toulouse dance 

academy before entering the CDCN (Centre de 

développement chorégraphique National) also 

in Toulouse. Hélène then went to New York to 

study at Merce Cunningham’s Studio. She also 

participated in many workshops (focusing 

on improvisation, theater). In 2011 she was 

part of Crossings, an international workshop 

in Johannesburg where she produced various 

shorts pieces with dancers from Europe and Africa. 

Since 2004 she has created many shows: the solo 

En Privé à Babylone, the duet Jack in the Box, 

the quartet Hommage d’un demi-dimanche 

à un Nicolas Poussin entier, Socle a duet with the writer 

Pauline Klein, Rose an outdoor performance. Very recently, she created the duet Sketches. 

Artist Delphine Coindet invited her to create in situ performances: Des gestes choisis (2017, Nuit 

Blanche in Angers) and Mon club de Plongée (2019) at the MIAM, Musée des Arts Modestes de Sète. 

Since 2001 Hélène Iratchet performed for Gisèle Vienne, Thierry Bédard, Christian Rizzo, Herman 

Diephuis, David Wampach, Julie Desprairies, Sylvain Prunenec, Xavier Le Roy, Ivana Muller... 

She also collaborated as a performer with artists: Pauline Curnier-Jardin, 

Ulla Von Brandenbourg, Alex Cecchetti and with filmmaker Shalimar Preuss. 

Besides her involvement in dance, she studied at the Fresnoy, Studio national des arts 

contemporains from 2005 to 2007, entered in 2015 the master SPEAP in Sciences Po Paris, 

directed by sociologist Bruno Latour. In 2016 she was part of the Prototype course at 

the Royaumont Foundation.

Mon Club de Plongée
Creation and performance Hélène Iratchet 

Shot in Musée des Arts modestes in Sète and in le Magasin, Saint-Etienne

Invited to perform in this museum, I decided to consider this opportunity to start to work with 
an object: an armchair in with I could disappear and whom I could give the opportunity to express 
hi-him-self. What is it to be an old handmade armchair bought on leboncoin( French Craigslist) 
comparing to this millions of furnitures send by IKÉA.... I also took this moment to explain what 
it is to be a choreographer considering that “la danse contemporaine” is considered by people 
as an elitist art form. The result is a kind of crazy pedagogical stand-up made with danse, texts 
and beautiful musics.
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Pierre Lambla

Pierre Lambla is a saxophonist and 

multi instrumentist. Composer for the scene, 

as well as pionneer of the Home Studio 

generation, his experiences spread from 

the stages of concert halls and theaters 

to his own laboratoratory for popular 

contemporary music, between written music 

and oral tradition.

His partnership with composers like Georges 

Aperghis, or the writer and dramaturge 

Dieudonné Niangouna has led him to create 

music for words and bodies using the many 

tools of the contemporary music, but always 

with an approach prevailing the intuitive part 

of the expression through improvisation and 

orality.

Following the same principles, he is also very 

active in building transmission tools that may 

attenuate the gap between popular and 

scholar music, and invests himself in many creation projects with children at their schools.

His last work in progress: the application Gears, is a new and very original intuitive interface 

to compose music.

First Live of the duet Ningissa makuta
with congolese bassist Mel Malonga, performed in vendome in may 2013

This duet is like the prolongation of the collaboration with Mel Malonga bassist and composer. 
It was performed during the time of our first work together for the stage with Dieudonné 
Niangouna and the creation of Shéda for the Avignon festival in 2013. This tune is very 
meaningful for it represents a real, partly written partly improvised, co-composition, mixing 
both our cultural experiences. The frenetic bass which serves the whole piece was the one 
we performed on stage in Shéda while mud rains were flooding the figures of the comedians 
in a moment of collective trance ... Extracted from this situation we used this mobile to fulfill 
a completely different musical journey, through different melodic lines and moods.
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Billy Mark

Billy Mark is an interdisciplinary 

artist who lives and works in 

Detroit. He’s married to fiber 

artist, Sarah Mark. His areas 

of exploration lately have 

been embodied poetics, 

experimental liturgies, site-

specific music and poetry, 

and the creative and 

spiritual resources found 

in monasticism.

Wrestle (Lutte)
with Billy Mark, Yvette Rock, Sarah Mark, Matthew Hale, Edwin Geronimo (2016)

The predominantly black city and and the predominantly white suburbs of Detroit are divided 
by a street, a line known as “8 mile”. This line is place; a location with grass, cement and stores. 
8 mile also exists in the memory of a city and in movies. It is conceptual, emotional, and spiritual. 
In 2016 I set out on a 6 month training process with the end goal being to win a wrestling match 
against Spiritual Forces of Wickedness in Heavenly Places on 8 mile. In preparation, four trainers 
trained my heart, mind, body, and spirit. The Wrestle endeavor began with an image in a dream 
and was guided by a line of scripture: “For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but 
against the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of this dark world and against 
the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms.”
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Emily Rogers

An interdisciplinary artist, Emily Rogers actively works as a producer, songwriter, musician, 

dancer, choreographer, event curator, musical director, host and DJ. A Detroit native, she is 

an accomplished bandleader with powerful stage presence being nominated for Detroit 

Music Awards like: best band, best song-writing, most outstanding live show and best audio 

recording. In 2013 she received the Detroit Music Award for best rock instrumentalist. National 

and International highlights of her live performance and studio recording appearances include:

Acclaimed hip-hop emcee Royce Da 5’9, Techno pioneers Underground Resistance, Actor Jon 

Michael Hill, Chicago house diva Screamin’ Rachel, One Be Lo of Binary Star, Jessica Care 

Moore’s Black Women Rock, Sean Blackman’s world music ensemble ~ InTransit, International 

blues rock artist P-A-U-L, Award winning reggae singer Buppy Lenox Brown, and other industry 

icons the Bass Brothers, Barrett Strong, Ortheia Barnes, Wesley Snipes, Phuture Trax Records, 

George Clinton, The Russel Simmons Camp, and Westbound Records.

Emily contributes to the vibrancy of the Detroit Community by curating inclusive concerts, 

recordings sessions, jam sessions, micro festivals and multi-media events. She brings various 

artists together to explore and experiment with conventional genres and styles cultivating 

space to design a symbiotic platform that intentionally create music with a mission, art with 

a purpose and shared value for all. Her work was recently awarded the 2020 Gilda Snowden 

Emerging Artist Award from the Kresge Arts Foundation. Emily Rogers has an eclectic 

catalog of available music, a plethora of performance chronicles, fantastic stories and artistic 

adventures.
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Lola Valley Live @ PINKTOBER Detroit
This a volunteer Lola Valley performance at Hard Rock Cafe Detroit in support of the world 

wide Pinktober fundraiser. The band was invited by renown blues singer Eliza Neals, the 2013 

Michigan artist representative for the international campaign.

Guitar Sarah Rez · Lead Vocals Monica Blaire · Backup vocals Steffanie Christi’an · Drums 

Aisha Ellis · Bass Emily Rogers.

Location: Hard Rock Cafe Detroit, 2013.

We decided as a band to use our talent and energy to give back and support the women 
in our lives, communities and around the globe who have struggled and faced the scary 
diagnosis of breast cancer. A portion of the proceeds that evening were dedicated to helping 
fund this fight. There were speakers who shared stories and tables of information provided by 
the people on the frontlines of research, development and the multitude of resources needed 
mentally and physically during the entire process.
We were honored to be a part of this and come together with all of the other amazing artists who 
performed throughout the month of October. Below is a bit more information about the charity 
and mission. 
On the Rocks Detroit and Eliza Neals will Join forces with Hard Rock, Melissa Etheridge, 
the Bangles, and a host of musicians around the world for Pinktober, the campaign for breast 
cancer awareness. Hard Rock Cafes and Hotels everywhere are hosting Pinktober parties and 
live music events, raising awareness and money for local, national, and international charities, 
The Breast Cancer Research Foundation such as The Breast Cancer Research Foundation and 
The Caron Keating Foundation. As well, a portion of Pinktober apparel and accessories sales go 
directly to breast cancer research.

Emily Rogers
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Gina Reichert
Power House Productions / University of Michigan

Gina Reichert is an artist, architect, and community developer. Her practice is rooted in developing 

new strategies and ideas for interventions and self-initiated projects in her immediate Detroit 

neighborhood, defining opportunity in overlooked spaces while using the resources at hand. 

Her principles of practice include sustainable strategies for energy & economics, collective 

ownership models, and a belief in The Commons as a viable alternative to capitalism.

She has worked for architecture firms and community organizations in Cincinnati, New Orleans, 

New York and Detroit, with M.Arch degrees from Cranbrook Art Academy and Tulane University. 

Reichert and her partner, Mitch Cope, practiced collaboratively as Design 99 for 10 years. 

In 2009, they founded Power House Productions, a nonprofit organization that integrates 

contemporary art and design into the daily life of the diverse neighborhood where they live 

and work.

Gina is a curator for this project, and will not be submitting any of her personal artworks.
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Contacts & partners

Contacts in France
Nathalie Desseux

Le Pacifique – CDCN Grenoble 

nathalie@lepacifique-grenoble.com

Jennifer Buyck 

Université Grenoble-Alpes 

jennifer.buyck@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr

Jean-Michel Roux 

Université Grenoble-Alpes 

jean-michel.roux@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr

Contacts in the United States
Anya Sirota 

Agence Akoaki 

sirota@akoaki.com

Jacob Comerci 

University of Michigan 

comerci@umich.edu

Le Pacifique

Centre de Développement Chorégraphique National

Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes

30 Chemin Des Alpins, 38100 Grenoble

website: lepacifique-grenoble.com    

@lepacifique.grenoble

lepacifiquegrenoble

Le Pacifique

Partners

Produced in partnership with the cultural services of the French Embassy in Chicago, the French 
Institute and the City of Grenoble.

With the support of FACE Foundation (Transitioning to Virtual Exchange Fund), the French 
Institute in Paris and the City of Grenoble.

mailto:nathalie@lepacifique-grenoble.com
mailto:jennifer.buyck@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr
mailto:jean-michel.roux@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr
mailto:sirota@akoaki.com
mailto:comerci@umich.edu
http://lepacifique-grenoble.com/
https://www.facebook.com/lepacifique.grenoble
https://www.instagram.com/lepacifiquegrenoble/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCzyp2DTgQyrTsW421e0z8oQ
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